For stylish travelers who believe
the sky is the limit

PRIVATE JET CHARTERS

"

Once you have tasted flight, you will forever
walk the earth with your eyes turned skyward,
for there you have been, and there you will
always long to return.
- Leonardo da Vinci

Private Jet Charters
Travel in style with world-class non-scheduled private jet
charters. A 24/7 multi-lingual team ensures discerning travelers
a smooth, swift and private travel experience with personalized
schedules, fast permit applications, fast-track & VIP services
catering for your every need saving you valuable time and
energy.
In addition, services for sub-charter brokerage worldwide is also
provided, finding you the best possible charter options for any
aircraft type anytime, anywhere.
Your frustrations with unfriendly procedures, long waits for
boarding and connections, and lack of privacy from commercial
flying will be a thing of the past.

Details
Fleet:
Cessna Citation X
Gulfstream V

Service Inclusions:
Personalized non-scheduled flights
Private Jet Terminal (if applicable)
In-flight dining experience
Pilots and flight attendants
Visa on Arrival (if applicable)
Special catering (optional)

Cancellation Policy:
Cancellation 72 hours prior to departure date - 25% penalty
Cancellation within 72 hours prior to departure - 50% penalty
Cancelled with no prior notice - 100% penalty

Cessna Citation X
Unprecedented Performance
The Cessna Citation X is the fastest business jet in the world
with a top speed of March.92 able to fly at over 50,000 ft. With
one of the most aesthetically pleasing and spacious cabins for
any Citation aircraft there has been no compromise on luxury
and comfort.
8 fully reclining wide-body club seats allows passengers to sleep
comfortably on long flights whilst the standing cabin
accommodates one flight attendant for optimal service. Its
numerous amenities from a hot galley, multiple LCD screens,
iPads and bed configurations allows the Citation X to be the
ultimate combination of comfort, range and speed. As a Citation
aircraft it is also amongst a fleet of the safest business jets in
the world solidifying its position as one of Cessna’s most
impressive aircraft.

Cessna Citation X
Aircraft Specifications:
Passenger Capacity
Crew
Cabin Length
Cabin Width
Cabin Height
Baggage Capacity
Cruising Speed
Maximum Range
Ceiling
Approx Max Flight Time

Cabin Layout:

-

8
2 captains + 1 service manager
25.2 ft
5.6 ft
5.8 ft
775 lbs
528 knots
3,242 nm
51,000 ft
5 hours

Gulfstream V
The Gold Standard for Business Jets
The Gulfstream V comfortably serves larger groups with
productivity and comfort in mind. Its ultra-long range of 5,800
nm allows passenger to do trips from Bangkok to Sydney nonstop. With three-zone cabin environment for working, dining,
entertaining and resting, the GV is both an office in the sky and
ultimate luxury travel.
Amenities including telephones, data ports, fully reclining beds,
entertainment center with DVD player and multiple screens, CD
stereo, cabin speakers and two flight attendants, will deliver
passengers maximum comfort and complete relaxation. In
addition, Gulfstream’s unwavering reputation for reliability and
safety has allowed it to continue to be the yardstick for quality
of business jets.

Gulfstream V
Aircraft Specifications:
Passenger Capacity
Crew
Cabin Length
Cabin Width
Cabin Height
Baggage Capacity
Cruising Speed
Maximum Range
Ceilinge
Approx Max Flight Time

Cabin Layout:

-

14
2 captains + 1 service manager
50.1 ft
7.4 ft
6.2 ft
2,500 lbs
488 knots
5,800 nm
51,000 ft
12 hours
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